
Centrally Managed

D³E Premium for Windows is delivered as a centrally-managed
annual subscription and includes several advanced zero-trust
data protection features that rely on file-level multifactor au-
thentication and encryption to protect data at rest, in use, and
in transit. Files remain encrypted and secure in any location: on
the endpoint, external storage, network storage, the cloud, or
when shared with authorized users. D³E Premium ensures your
organization is ready to meet compliance challenges from
CMMC, PCI-DSS, SOC II, GDPR, HIPAA/HITECH, NIST 800-171,
and more.

Configurable Secure Drives

Cigent D³E Premium converts any Cigent Secure SSD™ or TCG
Opal SED into the most secure place to store data, easily and
effectively preventing data theft and ransomware by making
entire portions of the SED completely unreadable, invisible,
and inaccessible to adversaries. Secure Drives remain hidden
and encrypted at all times, until mounted by the user with
multifactor authentication.

Secure File Sharing with Authorized Users

Protect shared files with both file-level multifactor authentication
and encryption:

Peer-to-Peer file sharing | Securely share any D³E protected file
with authorized users.

Group file sharing | Securely and seamlessly share any D³E pro-
tected files within a designated group of authorized D³E users.

Universal access | Authorized users can download a free ver-
sion of D³E or sign in to the D³E Security Console to unencrypt
files and download them to any device.

Cigent’s Zero-Trust approach to data protection ensures that sensitive files are protected from any threat, at all times, even when
user credentials are compromised or encryption keys are stolen. D³E® Premium defends against one of the biggest data security
gaps of full-disk encryption solutions, which leave all data accessible to ransomware and data theft after the user logs in. By re-
quiring MFA for file and Secure Drive access, individual files remain secure at all times and are further protected by encryption and
D³E digital rights management when they leave the endpoint.

Cigent D³E Premium for Windows

Zero Trust Data Defense that Protects Data, at all Times, from Data Theft and Ransomware

Share files with trusted users with both file-level
encryption and multifactor authentication.
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Cigent D³E Premium protects
your files in a way that's never
been done before.

Active Lock Protection Options

Risk-based Zero-Trust authentication | Individual Files and Se-
cure Drives are always protected with multifactor authentica-
tion or only when a threat is detected.

Optional file-level encryption | Files remain encrypted at all
times and can only be accessed with file-level multifactor
authentication.

File-level protections | Designated by folder, file type, or by
user access privileges designated by the content provider

Multifactor authentication options | Windows Hello® Finger-
print, Facial Recognition, or Custom PIN • Duo Security by Cis-
co® • Google® and Microsoft® Authenticator • CAC/PIV cards

Threat Sensors

Built-in sensors detect threats and trigger risk-based authenti-
cation on files and Secure Drives.

Disable AV Endpoint | Detects if the host antivirus agent
is disabled

Untrusted Network | Detects if Windows PC connects to an
untrusted network

File Deception | Detects attempted access to deception files,
which can be added to the Windows File System by D³E or by
the user

Network Deception | Detects attempted access to network
honeypots created using unused network services, such as RDP

USB Insertion | Detects insertion of untrusted USB device

AV integrations | Cigent D³E integrates with antivirus software¹
and detects security events

EDR integrations | Cigent D³E integrates with popular EDR
solutions² through the Management Console and responds to
security events by locking dynamically-protected files and
Secure Drives, by device or across groups of users.

Cigent Secure SSD Security Features

In addition to Secure Drives, D³E Premium supports several
firmware-based cybersecurity features when paired with
Cigent Secure SSDs.

Keep Alive | Heartbeat monitors the D³E agent and locks
Secure Drives if D³E service is disabled

Ransomware detection and response | Dedicated security
processor uses machine learning to detect and respond to ran-
somware, even if host security software is disabled³

File Access Logging | File Access Logs cannot be wiped and
indicate what files have been accessed by an unauthorized
user during a suspected breach

Dual Mode | Hidden hard drive that remains invisible to the
operating system until the user flips into it using multifactor
authentication.

True Erase | Firmware-based verification technology shows what
data, if any, still remains on the SSD after an attempted wipe.

Cigent Multitenant Web-Based Management Console

• For rapid response to externally-detected threats, engage Ac-
tive Lock on a single device or on a group of devices.

• Deploy the Cigent Console on premise and in air-gapped en-
vironments.

• Assign minimum protection settings, either globally or by
device set.

• Take advantage of predefined, customizable protection for
Microsoft Office and Adobe files.

• View Active Lock, policy compliance, and protection status
across all devices.

• View historic threats across all devices.

• Process whitelisting of backup utilities.

¹ Supported AV includes Microsoft Defender and PC Matic.

² Supported EDR includes Sophos, VMware Carbon Black, Cisco, and CyberArk.

³ Only available in Cigent Secure SSD, Denali model
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